American Bank Center Staging and Directions:

**Band Seating**

**Divisional Gonfalons (Position 1)**
Marshalls post here and students walk through. After the last student, remove from stands and take to the stage.

**Divisional Gonfalons (Position 2)**

**Students** (Enter in 2 columns)

**Faculty Receiving Line – Both Sides**

**Faculty Path**

**Faculty Seating**

**Escort and Graduate Path**

**Escort and Graduate Path**

**Escort Seating**

**Faculty Path**

**Faculty Seating**

**Faculty Path**

**Escort and Graduate Path**

**Graduate Seating**

**Mace**

**Platform Seating**

**Up Ramp**

**Down Ramp**

**Divisional Gonfalons (Position 2)**

**Entrance**